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GOLD FOR THE SKIN
Gold – the precious metal, which was discovered in Egypt 4,000 years before 
our time, is one of the rarest elements on Earth. Gold stands for eternal values 
and protection against decay – values that we associate with beauty and puri-
ty. Gold is thus still the epitome of that which is highest and noblest. Gold has 
been used for healing and beauty treatments since ancient times. The Japane-
se have used gold for skin regeneration for millennia. The skin beauty culture of 
geishas is characterised by the effect of gold and the Chinese have been using 
golden needles in acupuncture for millennia. 

Even today, gold is valued in cosmetics because of its ama-
zing properties.

MOISTURE
Gold is famous for its moisturising effect, because it is able to retain 300 times 
its own weight in moisture. Due to the high moisture content of the skin, it crea-
tes a cooling and firming effect.

PURIFICATION
Pure gold on the skin also has anti-inflammatory effects. It promotes the supply 
of nutrients to bodily cells, purifies and detoxifies. Even Paracelsus is said to 
have appreciated it for its antibacterial and anti-inflammatory properties. Gold 
is therefore a secret recipe against impure skin.

ANTI-AGING
Skin appears younger when pure gold is applied and the epidermis becomes 
smooth and even, and anti-aging research discovered this precious metal for 
itself. It promotes the exchange of oxygen between the skin and delighted re-
searchers with its cell renewal function, which predestines gold as an active 
ingredient for skin applications.
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ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF THE   
HYALURON GOLD SERUM

• The serum contains pure 24-carat gold.

• Absorption capacity (uptake) is significantly increased due to 
bioresonance optimisation.

• Gold is an ideal moisturiser for the skin as it can hold up to 
300 times its own weight in water and thus convey it to the 
skin.

• Gold is considered to be highly antibacterial and is used as a 
secret recipe for blemishes.

• Gold acts as a cell voltage balancer and promotes the  
meridian qi run (view of the Asian regeneration philosophy).

• Gold dissolves blockages and increases conductivity in the 
cells (electron flow). This property supposedly allows gold 
to dejam and energise scars. Pure fine gold has the same  
voltage as skin cells.

• Gold visibly increases tonicity and elasticity, creating smooth, 
firm and radiant skin.

• Gold inhibits the loss of elastin and collagen and counteracts 
premature skin ageing.

• The unique formula, with many valuable ingredients,  
harmonises the facial reflex zones, is balanced in yin-yang, 
and was activated by the latest bioresonance technology.



GOLD IN THE FINEST RECIPE
The i-like Bioresonance Hyaluron Gold Serum stands out with its wonderful properties in combination with pure 
24-carat gold and an ingenious regenerating and skin-tightening formula.  

HYALURON
The combination of long- and 
short-chain, vegan hyaluronum 
moisturises and stimulates the 
fibroblasts (allows the formation 
of collagen).

COENZYM Q10
Coenzyme Q10 is a key  
component in the skin’s   
regenerative process. It   
promotes cell activity,   
preventing ageing of   
the skin.

SWISS 
ALPINE ROSE
The stem cells of the Swiss alpine 
rose promote vitality of the epidermis 
and skin stem cells.

EDELWEISS
The Swiss edelweiss is highly 
antioxidant, works against free 
radicals and provides vitamins  
A, C and E.

BAMBOO
The bamboo in the serum  
provides the necessary silicon, 
which is ideal for cell regenera-
tion.

POMEGRANATE
Dermatologists consider  
pomegranate extract an ideal 
skin regenerator and helps fight 
impurities and micro-injuries.
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HYALURON GOLD SERUM
The pure gold contained in the i-like Bioresonance Hyaluron Gold Serum can 
best take effect in combination with the balanced formula according to the Asi-
an regeneration philosophy.

Pure, 24-carat gold means that the effect never fails. This activates the qi – the 
life energy of the body. Fine gold ideally regenerates the cell tension in the skin. 
Fine gold can thus unblock areas receiving deficient energy supplies and, if 
necessary, rebuild cell energy. 

24-carat gold has high bioelectrolytic conductivity. This is important, because 
only then can valuable substances penetrate into the skin cells and take effect. 

The gloss of the finest microparticles of gold give the skin an unmistakable
radiance, making wrinkles and lines disappear. Pure gold!

The Hyaluron Gold Serum by i-like, with its refined ingre-
dients, nourishes your skin in a particularly luxurious way. 
Radiate “gold“ and enjoy the effect of the serum.
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